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DETAILS OF HEARING AND REPRESENTATION 

 
1.  The arbitration hearing was held on 14 August 2014 in the offices of the MEIBC in  
      Port Elizabeth.The Applicant, Mcebisi Advisor Mini, was represented by Mrs  
      Sibongile Sikwebu, a trade union official from NUMSA. The Respondent, Glass  
      South Africa (Pty) Ltd, was represented by Miss Phindile Makgatho, its human 
      Resource manager. The parties agreed to submit written closing arguments and I  
      directed them to submit their closing arguments by no later than 21 August 2014.  
      At the time of issuing this arbitration award, both parties had submitted their  
      written closing argument. The proceedings were digitally recorded. 
 
ISSUE TO BE DECIDED 
 
2.  I am required to determine whether the Applicant’s dismissal was fair. If the  
     Applicant’s dismissal was unfair, I am required to determine the appropriate relief  
     to be made in the circumstances. 
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUE 
 
3.  The Applicant was employed by the Respondent as a truck driver on 1 June 2006.   
     The Applicant was dismissed on 10 March 2014 and at the time he earned a salary  
      of R6 300.00. 
 
4.  The Applicant faced the following charges during his disciplinary enquiry: (a)   
      totally unacceptable work performance or behaviour at work or in any situation  
      related to work or the company or towards management, fellow employees or  
      customers, in that he did not apply due care and concern by making unnecessary  
      stops, wasting time and followed long routes while customers were waiting for  
      their products; (b) breach of the employee’s duty of good faith to the company in  
      that he purposefully used long routes, made unauthorised stops off the routes and  
      wasted time along the routes, which resulted in embarrassing the company by  
      making their customers wait for their products and further to this, costing the  
      company money due to cost implications of wastage of fuel, and time which  
      continuously cost the company on various occasions; (c) refusal to obey  
      reasonable instructions related to work, in that he had been warned by his  
      manager, Sean Timm on various occasions to use the shortest route and not to  
      waste time on trips to customers which resulted in unnecessary costs to the  
      company with regard to fuel, time wasted and embarrassment to the company; d)  
      wasting time and working slowly and taking long routes to customers and wasting  
      time while on trips and his manager had addressed this with him on various  
      occasions but still no commitment to work from him. 
 
5.  The Respondent submitted a bundle of documents, ranging from page 1 to page  
      18. The Applicant admitted the Respondent’s bundle of documents, save for the  
      statement in the beginning of the bundle of documents as well as the lapsed  
      warnings. The Applicant submitted only one document which contained two fuel  
      slips and the Respondent did not admit the Applicant’s document as it alleged that  
      it was irrelevant for purposes of determining this dispute. 
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6. The Applicant challenged the substantive fairness of his dismissal by stating 
that there was no rule in existence on the use of routes; there was no 
contravention of the rules; there was no consistency; and the appropriateness 
of the sanction of dismissal. He challenged the procedural fairness of his 
dismissal by alleging that there was splitting of charges formulated against him.  

 
7. He sought the relief of retrospective reinstatement for his unfair dismissal.  
 
 
SURVEY OF EVIDENCE FOR THE RESPONDENT: 
 
8.  Shane Timm, testified that on 12 April 2014, the Applicant had deliveries to do  
     from Port Elizabeth to Jeffreys Bay. The Applicant had to stop along Greenbushes  
     to deliver a single piece of glass to a customer.  On the road to Jeffreys Bay with  
     one  stop and fuel stop can take about an hour and a half.  The Applicant made    
     numerous stops along the way which took two and a half hours. Their trucks are  
     fitted with trackers which they check regularly.  According to Google Maps, the  
     distance between Brickmakerskloof and Jeffreys Bay is 95km.  He referred to page  
     3 of the bundle of documents which showed the Applicant’s truck left the office at  
     10h49 and it arrived at Spoedglass in Jeffreys Bay at 13h23.   
 
9.  When the Applicant left the office he stopped in Commercial Road for 7 minutes  
     where he had no business to do there and further drove the truck to a fuel station  
     in Durban Road, Korsten. The Applicant could have gone straight up Cape Road  
     but he used the road printed in a blue line to go to Durban Road.  In page 7 of the  
     bundle of documents, it showed that the Applicant drove from Aluminium Purpose  
     to Blue Horizon Bay where the Applicant wasted time for 38 minutes. During that  
     time, the Applicant did not phone either him nor the factory manager to state that  
     he was getting lost. He received a complaint from Noeleen Botha of Spoedglass in  
     Jeffreys Bay stating that the truck was late. Due to the delay at Spoedglass, they  
     lost an order from that customer to a competitor and he had to go to the customer  
     to rescue the business. After delivering at Spoedglass, the Applicant went to St  
     Francis to deliver.   
 
10.On his way back to Port Elizabeth, the Applicant made an unnecessary stop next  
     to Leonard’s home as depicted in page 9 of the bundle of documents. The  
     Applicant should have driven straight to New Brighton and dropped his assistant  
     along the way and then go to his home. 
 
11.He referred to page 11 of the bundle of documents where he said he instructed the  
     drivers in a general staff meeting on 11 March 2013 to fill up at Caltex service  
     station as the Respondent has a 5% rebate on fuel.  He referred to page 13 of the  
     bundle of documents which showed that the Applicant refilled fuel at Engen service  
     station in Durban Road. The Applicant asked in the meeting what must they do if  
     there was no Caltex service station nearby and he told him that it would be of no  
     use to drive for the 5% rebate if the Caltex service station was not close by. On the  
     day of the incident, the Applicant filled fuel at Engen service station in Durban  
     Road, which was not 100 metres away from a Caltex service station. It was  
     unnecessary to fill up in Durban Road before going to Jeffreys Bay as he could  
     have filled up in Jeffreys Bay before going to Joubertina. 
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12.  He had dealt with the drivers who had not filled in the service station as required  
       and issued them with warnings. There were no valid reasons that were given by  
       the Applicant for his stops.   
 
13.  On procedural fairness he claimed that count one dealt with unacceptable work  
       performance, count two dealt with the duty of good faith by wasting fuel and time  
       and stopping in Commercial Road for 7 minutes, detour to Blue Horizon Bay and  
       unscheduled stops on his way from Joubertina and count four dealt with wasting  
       time in Commercial Road and Blue Horizon Bay. 
 
14.  The act of misconduct committed by the Applicant warranted a dismissal in terms  
        of the code of conduct and the Applicant had previously committed acts of  
        misconduct despite the expired warnings. 
 
15.  During cross-examination he said that the name of Aluminium Purpose is  
       supposed to be written in the trip sheet by the driver or assistant. When  
       Spoedglass complained about the late delivery, he phoned the factory  
       manager and gave him feedback that the truck was en-route to Jeffreys Bay to  
       the customer. He said that the lunchtime for the driver is at 12h30 and he could  
       stop to buy food as long as that was done along the route. The driver is supposed  
       to take lunch when it suits him as he is not expected to do that on the highway.  
       He confirmed that the truck driven by the Applicant on the day in question is the  
       biggest truck at the Respondent but it could fit at the Caltex service station in  
       Rink Street. He could not prove that the Caltex service station in Rink Street is  
       used to fill fuel.  He recalled that the Applicant called Lara, the sales lady, as he  
       had got lost on his way to Grant Botten from Spoedglass. He mentioned that the  
       meetings held on 11 March 2013 and 17 April 2013 were for specific issues and  
       routes were not covered in the minutes of those meetings. 
 
SURVEY OF EVIDENCE FOR THE APPLICANT 
 
16.  Mcebisi Advisor Mini testified that on 12 February 2014, before he left the  
       company, he received the invoices from the supervisor to load the truck.  After  
       loading the truck, they left at 10h50 and they did not take any tea break before  
       they left.  There was no meeting with the manager but the floor manager gave the  
       invoices to Bradley, the supervisor, saying that they were going to deliver in the  
       Jeffreys Bay area. 
 
17.  After he left the Respondent’s premises, he drove underneath the freeway at the  
       back of the taxi rank and the reasons for doing so was that the route had no  
       traffic lights.   
 
18.  He first stopped at Pick ’n Pay Centre in Commercial Road as they had not taken  
       a tea break. After that, they went to fill up at Durban Road. According to the  
       company instructions he could not leave with a half filled tank. When he went to  
       Durban Road, he wanted to go to Caltex service station but there was a truck  
       off-loading diesel at Caltex service station and that is why he decided to go to the  
       Engen service station. 
 
19.  After he had filled up fuel at Engen service station at Durban Road, he went to  
       Aluminium Purpose in Greenbushes where he off-loaded one piece of glass.  He  
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       had to rejoin the N2 road to Jeffreys Bay and that is when he got lost to Jeffreys  
       Bay.  It was the second time for him to deliver at Aluminium Purpose but it was  
       the first time to deliver and to travel to Jeffreys Bay. He knew that there was an  
       alternative route to Jeffreys Bay which he wanted to use but he went near a  
       game reserve where he asked from the security officer the directions to Jeffreys  
       Bay and he went back to the N2 Road.  He did not see the need to phone the  
       office as he got the directions from the security officer near the game reserve.   
       He continued with his trip until he got to Spoedglass in Jeffreys Bay. When he  
       was off-loading at Sputsglass, Lara phoned him to check when he would deliver  
       at Grant Botten as that was a new customer. He then skipped Coega Plant &  
       Civils PG in Humansdorp and Mevic Glass to deliver at Grant Botten in St  
       Francis. All that time, he was in contact with Lara regarding the new customer in  
       St Francis. He went to St Francis Glass to get directions to Grant Botten and he  
       was told that it would not be easy to get hold of Grant Botten. Lara phoned him  
       to go to Spar in St Francis where Grant Botten would fetch him. After he had  
       delivered at Grant Botten, he went to deliver in Humansdorp.  
 
20.  He left Joubertina at 20h20 and when he arrived in Port Elizabeth he went to  
       fetch keys for his house from his girlfriend. He then proceeded to drop his truck  
       assistant who resided in Kwazakhele where he also resided. 
 
21.  In the meetings held in 2013 regarding the drivers, they were based on the use of  
       Caltex service station as the Respondent received a 5% rebate in filling up at  
       Caltex.  In May 2013, he received a written warning for filling up at a Caltex  
       service station while he was doing the Cradock route. It was agreed in the  
       meeting that there was no problem in filling at a Caltex in Durban Road if one  
       makes deliveries locally and in Jeffreys Bay. 
 
22.  He may have used the Caltex service station in Rink Street on one occasion while  
       working for the Respondent. However, the Caltex service station is up the hill  
       and he was driving the most biggest truck carrying glass and it is difficult to enter  
       the Caltex service station as the pumps for diesel are mixed with the fuel pumps.   
       It was never mentioned in the meeting that they must use Cape Road. If the  
       truck was full on the day in question, he would have taken the freeway and go to  
       Greenbushes without going to fill up the truck in Durban Road, Korsten.   
 
23.  He did not know the Respondent’s code of conduct. 
 
24.  During cross-examination he said that the route that he used when he left the  
       office had few robots than Cape Road. He stopped at Pick ‘n Pay Centre before  
       he went to Durban Road because there are no places to buy food in Durban  
       Road.  After the delivery at Aluminium Purpose, there were no signs to take him  
       to the N2 and he knew the alternative route from the direction of Jeffreys Bay.   
       When he got lost, he did not call Lara for directions as he thought that he was  
       more familiar with the route than Lara.  He said that their supervisor told them  
       that they could deal with the Respondent’s assets while on route but they were  
       not allowed to go off route like going to Uitenhage with the company vehicle. 
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ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT 

 
25.  Section 192(2) of the Labour Relations Act, No. 6 of 1995 (the LRA), provides  
       that if the existence of the dismissal is established, the employer must prove that  
       the dismissal is fair.   
 
26.  In deciding the fairness of the Applicant’s dismissal, I must consider Item 7 of the  
       Code of Good Practice on Dismissal.  In this regard the code provides that the  
       arbitrator must consider:   
 
       Whether or not the employee contravened a rule or standard regulating conduct  
        in, or of relevance to the workplace;   
 

• If a rule or standard was contravened, whether or not – 
 

• The rule was a valid or reasonable rule or standard; 
 

• The employee was aware or could reasonably be expected to have been 
aware of the rule or standard; 

 

• The rule or standard has been consistently applied by the employer; and 
 

•  Dismissal was an appropriate sanction for the contravention for the rule 
or standard. 
 

27.  Employees may be guilty of negligence even if no harm results from their acts or  
       omissions; what matters is if they might have caused harm.  Negligence is akin  
       to carelessness; if the employee actually foresaw harm, the misconduct may be  
       classified as deliberate, not negligent and would self-evidently be more serious.   
       Negligence and poor performance overlap to the extent that work negligently  
       performed is poor.  However, poor work performance connotes consistent slip     
       shod work (see: Workplace Law, Tenth Edition by Dr John Grogan at para  
       4.12). 
 
28.  Turning to the facts of this matter, it is common cause that the Applicant took a  
        period of about two and a half hours from the Respondent’s office to deliver at  
        Spoedglass in Jeffreys Bay. In between, the Applicant stopped in Commercial  
        Road for a period of 7 minutes 14 seconds and also went to fill up fuel in Durban  
        Road, Korsten, Port Elizabeth and also made a delivery at Aluminium Purpose in  
        Greenbushes. The explanation given by the Applicant for the long period of time  
        taken to deliver at Spoedglass in Jeffreys Bay when he left the office was that he  
        got lost after he had delivered at Aluminium Purpose in Greenbushes. 
 
29.  In dealing with the first charge of misconduct proferred against the Applicant, it is  
       noted in the Applicant’s statement contained in page 16.3 of the bundle of  
       documents submitted by the Respondent that the Applicant delivered to  
       Aluminium Purpose, a new customer, which he had not made a delivery and  
       continued on the route to Jeffreys Bay.  It was the Applicant’s explanation again  
       during the arbitration proceedings that although it was not the first time to deliver  
       at Aluminium Purpose, it was the first time for him to deliver at Aluminium  
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       Purpose and continue to travel towards Jeffreys Bay.  However, the Applicant’s  
       evidence is contradicted by the trip sheet dated 14 January 2014 which showed  
       that he delivered at Aluminium Purpose on 14 January 2014 where he arrived at  
       11h45 and departed at 12h00 and his next delivery was in Cash Build,  
       Humansdorp at 15h20 and departed at 14h25.  As Humansdorp is in the same  
       direction as Jeffreys Bay wherein the Applicant would be required to travel along  
       the N2 road, I found it unlikely that the Applicant would not have known the  
       direction to get to the N2 road from Aluminium Purpose as he had previously  
       travelled from Aliminium Purpose to Humansdorp. On this issue, I find the  
       Applicant to be unimpressive as a credible and reliable witness. However, the  
       Applicant’s evidence for his reasons to stop along Commercial Road and to fill up  
       at Engen service station in Durban Road instead of a Caltex service station in  
       Durban Road were not gainsaid by the Respondent and I find the Applicant to be  
       a credible and reliable witness on that issue. I also note that the Applicant’s  
       explanation for using the route that he used when he returned to Port Elizabeth  
       from Joubertina on the day in question was not gainsaid by the Respondent. I  
       furthermore, find that it was not unreasonable for the Applicant to go to his  
       girlfriend to fetch the keys for his house as he arrived in the evening from doing  
       the deliveries for the Respondent. I accordingly find on a balance of probabilities  
       that the Applicant was guilty of unacceptable work performance in relation to the  
       waste of time and following a long route after he had delivered at Aluminium  
       Purpose in Greenbushes and proceeded to Jeffreys Bay.   
 
30.  For reasons that I will state when I deal with the procedural fairness of the  
       Applicant’s dismissal, I am of the view that count two and count four are  
       substantially similar to count one and I would accordingly find on a balance of  
       probabilities that the Applicant was not guilty of breaching duty of good faith to  
       the Respondent as alleged in count two and wasting time and working slowly as  
       alleged in count four.   
 
31.  With regard to count three on the refusal to obey instructions relating to work, the  
       Respondent relied on the minutes of the meetings held on 11 March 2013 and 17  
       April 2013 which dealt with the refuel of the trucks by the drivers. In my view,  
       this charge was formulated on a general basis relating to the aforesaid meetings  
       which were held at the Respondent. However, it does not appear that this  
       instruction to drivers on refuelling was an inflexible instruction as the drivers  
       were given a leeway to fill up fuel at any service station as long as it was  
       convenient to the Respondent. But, primarily, the Respondent expected its  
       drivers to refill fuel at a Caltex service station as long as it is along the route in  
       which the driver is travelling in order to obtain the 5% rebate. In my view, the  
       Applicant’s explanation for not filling up fuel at Caltex service station in Rink  
       Street is reasonable and taking into account the number of traffic lights he said  
       he would have to pass driving up Cape Road as well as the fact that he was  
       driving a large truck, it would have been difficult to drive up Central from  
       Brickmakerskloof to refuel in Rink Street. The Applicant also gave an explanation  
       during the arbitration as to why he did not refuel at a Caltex station in Durban  
       Road but instead refuelled at Engine fuel station and that evidence was not  
       gainsaid by the Respondent. In my view, the Applicant’s conduct was not a  
       calculated breach by the Applicant of a duty to obey the Respondent’s  
       instructions. I was therefore impressed by the Applicant as a credible and reliable  
       witness on this issue and the same could not be said about Shane  
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       Timm as he failed to provide a specific instruction that was given to the  
       Applicant. I accordingly find on a balance of probabilities that the Applicant was  
       not guilty of count three of refusal to obey a reasonable instruction by Shane  
       Timm. 
 
32.  I am unable to make any finding on the challenge of consistency by the  
       Applicant as he failed to lay a basis for this challenge. He did not state who are  
       the employees who filled the fuel, in service stations other than Caltex service  
       station. 
 
33.  In Sidumo & Another v Rustenburg Platinum Mines Ltd & Others (2007) 28 ILJ  
       2405 (CC), the court held at paragraph 78 that, in approaching a dismissal  
       dispute impartially a commissioner will take into account the totality of the  
       circumstances. He or she will necessarily take into account the importance of the  
       rule that had been breached;  the reason the employer imposed the sanction of  
       dismissal; the basis of the employee’s challenge to the dismissal; the harm  
       caused by the employee’s conduct; whether additional training and instruction  
       may result in the employee not repeating the misconduct; the effect of dismissal  
       on the employee and his or her long service record.  This is not an exhaustive list. 
 
34.  It is trite that when evaluating penalties for misconduct, employers should be  
       guided by the applicable disciplinary, code if any. The Respondent argued that  
       according to its disciplinary code, the total unacceptable work performance or  
       behaviour at work and breach of employee’s duty of good faith to the company  
       warrants a dismissal, however, the Respondent elected or failed to submit a  
       disciplinary code in support of its argument. In the absence of a disciplinary code  
       from the Respondent, the appropriateness of the sanction of dismissal will be  
       determined by evaluating the facts led before me in the arbitration hearing.   
       Furthermore, the Applicant argued that he was not aware of the Respondent’s  
       code of conduct and it was not tendered during the arbitration proceedings. In  
       determining whether the sanction of dismissal was appropriate, I have considered  
       that the Applicant was issued with a written warning on 13 May 2013 which was  
valid for six months for failure to carry out a reasonable and lawful instruction on 9 
May 2013 as he drove out of the way to Durban Road to fill up with diesel despite an  
       instruction that they will fill up at a more convenient station when doing a Cradock  
       trip.  It is common cause that the written warning issued on 13 May 2013 lapsed  
       on 13 November 2013 and at the time that the act of misconduct was committed  
       on 12 February 2014, the previous written warning had lapsed. There was no  
       explanation given by the Respondent why a final written warning would not have  
       been an appropriate sanction for the act of misconduct committed by the  
       Applicant. This is in view that the Code of Good Practice on Dismissal promotes  
       the application of progressive discipline in terms whereof the employee’s conduct  
       is corrected by a series of warnings and counselling to correct the behaviour of  
       an employee. Taking into account the Applicant’s service record and the  
       Respondent’s failure to lead any evidence on the breakdown of the trust  
       relationship, I find that the Applicant’s dismissal was substantively unfair.   
 
35.  On procedural fairness, the Applicant challenged that the Respondent was unfair  

by splitting the charges one, two and four. 
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36.  In Ntshangane v Speciality Metals CC (1998) 19 ILJ 584 LC, the employee faced  
       three charges at his disciplinary enquiry.  On charge one (late for work without  
       good reason/permission) he was given a written warning for six months.  On  
       charge two (absence from work without good reason/permission) he was given a  
       final warning valid for twelve months. On charge three (breach of duty of good  
       faith to the company) he was dismissed. Charge three was based on the  
       employee’s explanation of his whereabouts on the dates of his absence, which  
       explanation was later found to be false. The court found that the fact that the  
       employee had no good or acceptable reason for being late and absent made it  
       proper for him to be charged. In charging him on account of lateness (charge  
       one) and absenteeism (charge two), the company made an election. Having  
       made this election, the company went further and used the employee’s  
       unacceptable and false explanation to formulate a third charge. This was unfair.   
       It was clear that the basis for finding the employee guilty on the first two charges  
       was his unacceptable explanation. Using the explanation to formulate a third  
       charge  took the issue beyond the realms of fairness. The court therefore  
       concurred with the commissioner’s finding that there had been an unfair splitting  
       of charges. 
 
37.  Turning to the issue of splitting of charges as alleged by the Applicant, it is noted  
        that the Respondent’s witness, testified that the three charges were different   
        charges but he relied on the fact that there was wastage of time and fuel and  
        unscheduled stops on the way between Port Elizabeth and Joubertina where the  
        Applicant made deliveries on 12 February 2014. However, the way the charges  
        were formulated, they indicate that they related to the same incident as the term  
       of wasting time and use of long routes and unnecessary stops appeared in  
       almost all the three charges. Even though the Respondent tried to justify the  
       formulation of charges separately, in my view, the charges related to the same  
       act of misconduct of unacceptable work performance which was occasioned as a  
       result of unscheduled stops, use of long routes and wasting time for the  
       Respondent.  After the Respondent had elected to charge the Applicant with  
       totally unacceptable work performance relating to unnecessary stops, wasting  
       time and following long routes, it was not open to the Respondent to  charge the  
       Applicant for breach of employee’s duty of good faith and wasting time when that  
       had already been covered in the first count of totally unacceptable work  
       performance.  I accordingly find on a balance of probabilities that the Respondent  
       treated the Applicant unfairly by splitting charges one, two and four.  I therefore  
       find that the Applicant’s dismissal was procedurally unfair. 
 
38.  Section 193(1)(a) of the LRA provides that if the Labour Court or an arbitrator  
       appointed in terms of the this Act finds that a dismissal is unfair, the court or the  
       arbitrator may order the employer to reinstate the employee from any date not  
       earlier than the date of dismissal.   
 
39.  On the facts of this dispute, I could find no evidence that would hinder the award  
       of a reinstatement which is a primary remedy in terms of the LRA.  However, I  
       noted that this matter was scheduled for arbitration on 18 June 2014 but it was  
       postponed at the instance of the Applicant who was allegedly off sick.  In  
       fairness to the Respondent, I find that it would be just and equitable to award the  
       Applicant back pay which is equivalent to three months due to the delay caused  
       by the postponement of the arbitration hearing on 18 June 2014 as well as the  
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       fact that the Applicant was guilty of unacceptable work performance relating to  
       the time spent from travelling from Aluminium Purpose in Greenbushes to  
       Spoedglass in Jeffreys Bay.  I accordingly find that it is fair to reinstate the  
       Applicant from 10 March 2014, the date of his dismissal.   
 
40.  I accordingly make the following award: 
       
AWARD. 
 
41.  The Applicant’s dismissal was substantially and procedurally unfair. 
 
42.  The Respondent, Glass South Africa (Pty) Ltd, must reinstate the Applicant,  

Mcebisi Advisor Mini, to the same or similar position on the same terms and 
conditions that existed prior to the dismissal on 10 March 2014. 

 
43.  The Respondent, Glass South Africa (Pty) Ltd, must pay to the Applicant,  
        Mcebisi Advisor Mini, an amount of R6 300.00 x 3 months = R18 900.00  
        within fourteen days from the date it is served with this award. 
 
44.  The Applicant, Mcebisi Advisor Mini, must report for duty on 8 September  
        2014. 
 
 
 
---------------------------------------- 
(PANELIST)  
 


